Baiyun Ch

We will be starting in 5 minutes.

sue bauer

Welcome! Please start your questions today with the heading QUESTION:

sue bauer

It is much easier for us to pull the questions out of the chat and address with the guest speakers.

sue bauer

Thanks!

Kelvin Thompson

Happy Monday everyone!

Baiyun Ch

Welcome Kelvin

wendy sandstrom

Hello \o/

The Learning Network

Hello. Looking forward to the webinar.

Kelvin Thompson

still never sure whether i *have* to reload screen to kickstart the stream, but it sure seems like it

Hector Ortiz

Hello. Glad to come back.

Kelvin Thompson

hi @Hector Ortiz @The Learning Network @wendy sandstrom

wendy sandstrom

Yo, @Kelvin Thompson

Kelvin Thompson

hopefully u r fully caffeinated, @wendy sandstrom

wendy sandstrom

half full, but I have a BOGO at Caribou after work, haha

Kelvin Thompson

"it depends" is my life philosophy
wendy sandstrom

the topic of cheating always comes up when we have conversations near that topic at workshops...especially from faculty who are not online yet.

Kelvin Thompson

"cheating" is when of those things.... it gets waved around, but once you start addressing it one step at a time it is not nearly so scary.

Kelvin Thompson

shameless plug on Steven's behalf: he hosts a great new podcast called "Instruction By Design." it is worth a listen! Google ASU "Instruction By Design" podcast (or look on your podcatcher of choice)

Dr. Paulson Skerrit

That has been my experience also. Its the faculty either being influenced by others who are not online and not even using the technology.

Steven Crawford

Thanks for the plug! Follow @IBD_Podcast

wendy sandstrom

Followed! @Steven Crawford I look forward to a new podcast for my daily commute

Kelvin Thompson

do u synchronous folks have stuff to ask Steven or Alex?

wendy sandstrom

QUESTION: (this may be too specific, so generalize if needed) wondering what they recommend to have as focus areas for Prof Dev for faculty in this area? (I am an instr designer)
wendy sandstrom

Kelvin Thompson
good question, Wendy!

wendy sandstrom

Ed Garay
Typically, it also helps to simply mention that our school has a plagiarism detection system that we might use if necessary.

Hector Ortiz
Very good discussion.

Dr. Paulson Skerrit
yes Many of my questions were answered

Ed Garay
Please remember to also save and share the text chat associated with these live Web presentations.

wendy sandstrom

thank you all for this presentation and discussion

Dr. Paulson Skerrit
I love the reasonable design for submission especially for us faculty I have 148 students in one of my courses with no assistants and I teach 6 courses plus doing research

Kelvin Thompson
we aim to please @Dr. Paulson Skerrit

Steven Crawford
I am glad to have been part of the discussion. Thank you for such great questions.

Alex McDaniel
Truly a pleasure!

Ed Garay
Always good stuff. Thank you.

Kelvin Thompson
anyone here planning to go for that EDUCAUSE certificate? feeling good about your progress?
Matt Huston: Great stuff. Steven's podcast looks intriguing

wendy sandstrom: I may be, @Kelvin Thompson I have questions tho

Kelvin Thompson: @Matt Huston yep. the podcast is super!

Kelvin Thompson: @wendy sandstrom if i or others can help address ?s re: certificate plz let us know!

wendy sandstrom: the blendkit email?

wendy sandstrom: thank you!

Kelvin Thompson: @wendy sandstrom blendkit email is fine yes

wendy sandstrom: ok thx!